We help you bridge
the gap with
language services

Our goal
C-Translation has worked with translation, proofreading and copywriting since 2006.
Since the start, we have helped customers all over the world with professional translations with
proven expertise in fields such as medicine, medical technology,
the automotive industry and technical documentation, to name but a few.
Our main area is translations into the Scandinavian languages. Our goal is to make our clients feel
safe in entrusting their projects to us, ensuring a linguistical and correct translation. We work with
some of the best translators in the field and have had a stable work relationship with many of
them for more than 10 years. This means that they know the standard of our company, and we
know that they deliver the quality we and our clients demand.

How we work
We always use the same translator and project coordinator for the same customer and have
the highest focus on quality and delivery time. Our translators only work with translating
into their native language and all the texts we deliver are always quality assured and
proofread by another translator.
In order to meet the market demands and offer high availability, we work with some of the
most recognized
CAT Tools in the industry.

18000 projects
We continuously work with some of the worlds biggest companies and have since the
founding of our company delivered more than 18000 projects with a measured average
quality of 99.7%. That is why we will continue with confidence to deliver outstanding
translations, attention to detail and the best language people in the industry. We at CTranslation know that you as a customer can feel confident in letting us help you.

Safety
Safety is as important to us as it is to our customers. Our primary task apart from translations
is to keep your content and information under the strictest of privacy. We work in a cloud-based
256-bit encryption environment. Your translation memories and document security
is our priority.

Our languages
We mainly translate into the Nordic languages, but have the resources to offer more than 50
different language combinations.

Contact us
Start your journey with us! We are here for you and if you are looking for a reliable,
professional agency for all your translation needs, we can promise to be the team player
you can feel safe with.
We offer both digital meetings, but also location-based meetings with our customers in
and around Gothenburg. In this way, we can meet all our customers, no matter where in
the world you are. Of course, we are happy to visit you as a customer if you wish us to do
so. We are a flexible agency that believes in a personal contact.
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